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AbstratThis thesis desribes the researh work arried out to ful�l the Master inComputer Siene at the University of Padua. The work was performedduring a visit at Yahoo! Researh in Barelona and was supervised byRoelof van Zwol and Lluis Garia Puyeo. The visit was funded by theEU Erasmus Programme. The researh work desribed in this thesis waspart of a larger researh projet whih is underway at Yahoo! Researh inBarelona.The resarh work desribed in this thesis aimed at addressing the prob-lem of deteting and retrieving all the logos ontained in an image given asinput. The problem of deteting and retrieving a logo onsists of a varietyof steps, eah of whih has di�erent possible solutions. These steps wereinvestigated in this researh work. Although logo detetion is an importantresearh problem due to the potential industrial impat, a solution has notyet been proposed in the literature to our knowledge.This thesis is organized in two parts: olletion preparation and exper-imental study. As regards to the former, a olletion of logos was designedand implemented to train the lassi�er, to identify and to extrat the logofeatures whih were eventually used for logo detetion. The latter regardsthe detetion of logos from an input image. In partiular, the experimentalstudy aimed to detet if the input image ontains one or more logos andto deide whih logos are ontained.



II CONTENTS



Chapter 1IntrodutionBeing able to analyze a video, extrat frames and trying to �gure out whatthey ontain automatially is still an open hallenge. The problem of en-tity detetion and reognition in videos an be seen as the analysis of aframes sequene and, therefore, simpli�ed to the analysis of single image.Unfortunately there are no easy ways to identify orretly what a pitureontains.This thesis is a peae of a larger projet foused on the analysis ofimages, to examine whether it ontains logos, and if so, to reognize them.What is a logo? It's a name, symbol or trademark designed for an easyreognition. Thus, given a generi image, the goal of the projet is toompare its ontent with all the brands in a database and identify whihones math with input image. Moreover, we will try to loate the logo inthe input image, obtaining the orret position.To better understand how it's strutured this work, it's neessary splitthe main proess in two parts: the �rst one is the data olletions prepa-ration, a large set of logos and images for training and testing, and theseond one is the real appliation. This part is resumed in the followingsteps:� Features Extration: Extrat the key-points of all the logos (and allthe test images). These points are very desriptive for the ontentsof an image, and they are used to ompare and to analyze parts ofimages.� Features Segmentation: Given a large set of key-points, extratedfrom the logos olletion, we have to segment all of them to obtaingroups of ommon features.



IV IntrodutionFor real appliation we mean the main goal of the projet, that is howto retrieve the logo(s) from an image given as input. We an resume thisproedure in the following points:� Extrat the features: De�ne the key-points of the input image withthe same tehnique used to extrat the key-points from the logos.� Classify the features: Given the features of the image, we want to�nd the logos segment that math better eah key-point. All thelogos points in those segments are onsidered possibles andidateslogos.� Rank the andidates: Now we have a list of logos whih have inommons some key-points with the input image. We want to rankthese points by some harateristis and keep only the most similarones.� Selet the logo(s): After the ranking we have all the information todeide if there is or not a logo inside the image and, in ase, whihone is ontained. Besides in this part we an deide if there are morethan one logo.So, to arrange the assortment of brands, we retrieved all logos from aweb site famous to host a large olletion of more than 150K logos1. Thisolletion onstitutes our train set. On the other hand we used 16K im-ages for testing, and we retrieved them from a website that guarantees thepresene of logos in its images2.The main problem related to the projet goal is how to ompare twoimages. We don't need to ompare if an image is more or less similar toanother, but if an image is inluded into another. The aim is very di�erentand the omplexity too. To do this there is only one way in literature: ex-trat the features points of both images and use them for the omparison.The �rst issue is how to treat these points, beause if we want to detetthe logos features we need a way to ompare all the input image pointswith all the logos ones: and there is no question to do it point-to-point.In this ontext it is very important to know what image features are: theyare the harateristi parts of an image, texture, olor, and shape are ex-amples of image features. There are some algorithms that an omputes1Brands of the World, http://www.brandsoftheworld.om/2Group "Brands, Marks & Logos" at Flikr,http://www.�ikr.om/groups/famousbrands/



Vthem as vetors, usually they are strutured with 64 or 128 dimensions of�oating values. It is neessary larify the di�erene from global and loalfeatures. The �rst one desribes the whole image, or a big part of that, asthe brightness or the ontrast of a photo. The seond one is more spei�,it desribes a point, or a group of lose points that are very harateristisfor the image, but for example, the brightness in a small part an be verydi�erent from the global value. This projet use the loal features beauseit ompares parts of images and not the entire ones. The main problemthen is how to extrat features from images and how to math them withlogos in the training set. We extrated them obtaining a unique signaturefor every interesting point of the image. The hoie of these points dependson the approah used: usually one feature is desribed by one vetor alledloal desriptor. There are several methods to extrat these points; in thisthesis we'll disuss about the main ones and we'll explain our deision.It is important to onsider the working environment of this projet, be-ause the automati reognition of logos implies a storage of a large numberof data: images of logos, information on the label, features extrated, et.Aordingly one of the problems is the omputation time to ompare theimage with all the logos, we used 175K brands even if the number is ex-peted to grow day by day.For the features extration, the problem is not in the image but in thebrand, beause a logo may onsist of symbols, words or anything else. Aommon and problemati ondition is that it ould be very simple with-out some partiular details than helps to a good detetion; in onlusionit may be hard de�ne a good features extrator and a good omparisonmetris. After a brief researh in literature, we deided to use the SURFdesriptor. This deision was taken for two main reasons: preision andfast omputation speed. Given the input image and its alulated features,we need to math its harateristis with the logos images in the olletion.To avoid the traversal of the entire olletion with one-to-one omparisons,we use some tehniques to segment the features in sub-groups by ommonproperties. A numerial example to understand better the situation shouldbe this: a logos (200x200) has an average of 100 features points and ourolletion ontains 175K logos so they will be 17Milion of points; insteadan image (500x375) has in average 440 features points: so, a set of om-parisons point-to-point should be about 7500 million operations and thisis unaeptable.We analyzed di�erent methods to resolve the problem: K-Means luster-ing, Random Vetors, Balaned Deision Tree, et. The idea is to split



VI Introdutionthe points olletion in groups using one of these tehniques, and retrievea representative vetor for eah of them. So, one omputed the vetorsof the input image, they will be mathed only with these vetors and notwith all the olletion. By this we an redue the number of omparisonsand onsequently the omputation time. To ompare two vetors in a mul-tidimensional spae there are many way: we used the Pearson Correlationthat measures the similarity alulating the osine of the angle betweenthem. It is a tehnique often used in Text Mining and in many other �elds.It's important to de�ne how is strutured this thesis beause, as wesaid, this is a part of a more omplex projet. This is a Master Thesisin Computer Siene and ontains in details only the work developed bythe undersigned. The setion that regards parts of di�erent authors areorretly highlighted. For that reason there are not all the experimentationand all the tehniques used, but only the main ones, nevertheless the thesisis wrote to give a full idea of the projet and it is strutured as follow:Chapter two: "Related Works", It's essential spei�ed the souresthat have allowed us to study, understand and resolve the various prob-lems enountered in the work.Chapter three: "Test Colletion", In this hapter we'll desribe thetwo olletions used: one with the brands logos and the other one withFlikr's photos. The �rst one as logos soure and the seond one as testingimages. Will be disuss the reasons of how it was possible to obtain theseolletions.Chapter four: "Features Extration", Will be disuss about availablefeatures and its problems. There are di�erent desriptors, we'll see thebetter one for the projet after a short omparison with other methods.Furthermore there will be a brief some appliable e�ets to the images totry to detet the features in a more learly way. In the end we'll desribehow to math the points with related problems and solutions.Chapter �ve: "Colletion Segmentation", In this hapter we'll ana-lyze how to segment the olletion. We'll desribe the tehniques trying tohighlight the advantages and disadvantages of eah methods with a shortdesription of the implementation ode.Chapter six: "Classi�ation and Ranking ", This is the real applia-tion proess, it desribes all the proedure from the input image to the



VIIlogos retrieved. It ontains the lassi�ations of the features extrated andthe seletion between the most representative logos segments. Moreover itontains the tehniques to rank the logos andidates.Chapter seven: "Conlusions and Future Work", This is the �naldisussion about the work, with omments and observations and moreoverwith suggestions and future steps or goals to pursue.



VIII Introdution



Chapter 2Related WorkIn this hapter we will prinipally desribe the state-of-the-art whih willbe the basis of our work: features desriptor, segmentation, lassi�ationand lustering. There will be a short desription of many tehniques al-ready implemented and used in ertain ases whih are loser to our needs.There are di�erent evaluation points to analyze, and some texts and pa-pers were very useful for our deision.When we talk about logo detetion we must onsider di�erent mean-ings: the main one is the identi�ation of the logo into a doument [1℄.In this ase the detetion is made easier beause of the white bakground.In [2℄ is ommonly used geometri invariants to prune the logos databaseand loal invariants to have a more re�ned math; on the other hand, in[3℄ they used spatial density to involve a page segmentation omputing.Another spread �eld is the removal of the hannel brand from a televisionprogram. This issue is analyzed in many works by Zhu [4℄ [5℄ or by Zhang[6℄. There are di�erent ways used to solve these topi, but they are allbased on some fats: in television the logo is ommonly in a orner in thesame position and, moreover, the bakground images hange ontinuously,instead, the logo's pixels that remain �xed [7℄. This is useful for om-merial development: in the transmissions reorder where it's required anautomati removal of the advertising. It's interesting to notie that duringa television program they keep the tv logo but not during the advertise-ments.However the original goal of this projet is to detet a logo in a video,the main issue is to manage and retrieve the multimedia data [8℄. A briefbut omplete introdution of this area is desribed in [9℄. The artile waspublished in 2002 and gives the lue about a typial sheme of video-



2 Related Workontent analysis strutured on the following points: feature extration,struture analysis, abstration, and indexing. This is broadly the pro-edure adopted by our projet, but eah proess poses many hallengingresearh problems. In this area we annot avoid mentioning the Sivi andZisserman's Video Google [10, 11℄, these two works are done respetivelyin 2003 and in 2006 in whih they reated a strong onnetion betweenvideo and text retrieval. They ompared a video frame to a doument andthey onsidered a visual interest point as a word, applying the tehniquesof Text Retrieval. Again, in 2005, they published a tehnial report forMIT [12℄ with unsupervised method. A peuliar aspet is the ompari-son with a semi-supervised approah [13℄. In almost all these works theyused the SIFT Desriptor [14℄. In this projet we will use a di�erent kindof feature extrator algorithm with similar but faster performane, the soalled SURF [15, 16℄. There are other ways to extrat loal features froman image suh as [17, 18, 19, 20℄, this does not depend on the preseneof edges or orners in the image but it is purely intensity-based whih isinvariant to full a�ne transformations. The Harris detetor [21℄ instead,based on the predeessor presented by Morave [22℄ in his PhD thesis, hasthe aim to selet the orners harateristis. On the other hand the Maxi-mally Stable Extremal Regions [23℄ is another blob detetion method whihextrats some area of interest, similar to a image segmentation; there isadditionally an extended version with olour support [24℄. There are manydebates and disussions about whih is the best desriptor in [25, 26, 27, 28℄for example, but it ontinues to be an issue without solution.The main problem of logo detetion in images is to �nd the best way toompare the features extrated from the images to the ones olleted in thelogo database. If we do it point-to-point a huge number of omparison willour. For this reason we need some expedients. Further aid to our sopeit is the segmentation of the image. Segmenting an image into regions it'svery helpful beause the area to extrat the features is already segmentedand we an ompare the features only for determinate surfaes. MIT [29℄and Berkeley [30℄ built some appliations useful to test their segmentationtehniques. The issue of these methods is the hard ompatibility with thefeatures extrator algorithm. Indeed as SIFT or SURF detet a lot ofpoints near the orners or lose the borders, omputing them only in oneregion an lead to loss of information. Another way to redue operationsand omputational time is to segment in groups all the set of vetors, andto analyze the image features to de�ne whih is the best group for everypoint obtained. To do this a segmentation method results neessary: this



3is the way hosen by this projet.In this thesis, to split the vetors olletion of logos' features, we usea deision tree, spei�ally a binary deision tree. This is a method om-monly used in deision analysis to help identi�ation. Indeed it's used to�nd the logo into a doument too, for example in [31℄ to redue the falsepositive from the andidates.



4 Related Work



Chapter 3Test ColletionThe olletion is the starting point for testing our hypothesis and makingthe tests. It's neessary to look for a omplete logos resoure, where thereare not only images, but all the related meta-data as brand name, URL,tags and many other details. These information are important for theprojet, beause we want to know all it is possible on the brands: when alogo is deteted, the goal is also to show all the data we have of that brand.One of the biggest olletion available on line is Brands Of The Worldwith more than 170K logos, with an average of 1.8K logos uploaded permonth. So, implementing some appliations to �nd automatially all thelogos and the meta-data on the website, download and store them in thedatabase. We did the same proedure for the training set, making surethat eah images ontains at least one brand. It is possible to use theGroup "Brands, Marks & Logos" group as an images set already built.In this hapter we will disuss how it was possible to get the brandsand the Flikr images, with the problems enountered and the relativesolutions. Later, will ompare the problem of how to handle all theseimages. We implemented appliations to searh and show immediately theimages and the relative information for all our sets.3.1 Logo Detetion DatabaseWe implemented two di�erent databases, the �rst one ontains a olletionof logos and it is desribe below, the seond one ontains a olletion ofimages and it is built to perform tests.



6 Test ColletionFor manage a Large Data Colletion where there is the neessity toadding, removing or in general hanging the information, and it's requireda good omputation speed, it's usually works with a database as MySQL1in our situation.The database, with the petty name logodetetion, was initially verysimple, with only a ouple of table, one with brands and the other withfamousbrands. Subsequently was neessary to work with di�erent data,as splitting the famousbrands olletion in two parts, the �rst with theimages that does not ontains any logos stored in the database, and theseond with only images that ontains that logos. To do this automati-ally, we were work with the tabs of the Flikr images to know what theimage ontains, and for the logos we normalized the brands names. We'lldisuss better this point later, still in this hapter. Another importantobservation regards the images. It's not saved the single image as blob �lein the database, but in there, there is only the path of the server where theimage are loated. This hoose was did for keep the db most lightly, andbeause later there will be the possibility to modify on the images, withonversion, �lters and any other e�ets.The brands table ontains all the logos with other information like:[SQL ommand for build the brands table℄reate table brands{ brandid integer auto_inrement,ode varhar(8) not null,name varhar (255) not null,url_logo varhar(255) not null,url_img varhar(255) not null,path img varhar(255),info text,primary key( brandid )} � ode is the same value used by the soure website to identi�ed thelogo (8 digits),� name of the brand,� the url of the logo brand is the page where are extrated the infor-mation,1MySQL 5.1.24 on RedHat Linux



3.1 Logo Detetion Database 7� the url of the image is the diret link to the image,� path is the loal position of the downloaded image,� other brand information saved as html text (Country name, website,..)The famousbrands table ontains all the photo, enlose in the group"Brands, Marks & Logos" loated in Flir2, and aessible by the FlikrAPI with the ode: 75819424�N00. Later on we will desribe it better.Below there is a brief desription of the table struture:[SQL ommand for build the famousbrands table℄reate table famousbrands{ photoid integer auto_inrement,flikrid bigint not null,photo_title varhar(255) not null,url_photo varhar(255) not null,path_photo varhar(255) not null,desription text,tags text,primary key( photoid )} � �ikrid is the same ode used by the soure website (8 digits),� url_photo is the web link where there are all the information (de-sription, tags, owner, ..)� path_photo is the loal path where the photo is stored� desription is a short text wrote by the user owner� tags are wrote by other users, quite important for our testsThese tables were �ll in with a ouple of python sripts. For the brandsthere were some problems be due to the website, whih asks a on�rmationbefore show up the logo url, instead, for the Flikrs images, was very easyusing the API and a free key. Everything are explain in details in the nextsetions.When we started some tests, we found the neessity to have a di�erentkind of test set. So we analyze better the Flikr olletion to be able2http://wwww.�ikr.om/groups/famousbrands/



8 Test Colletionto extrat more information and to obtain more then one sub-olletion.In the next setion is going to be desribe what we needed and how weobtained it.3.2 Logos ColletionTo download all the logos stored on the website, was neessary implementa program to works automatially. But we enountered few problems do-ing this. The �rst one is the kind of harater-enoding sheme, so, forsome logos originally from di�erent ountry where the enoding is not thesame, there ould happen errors during the deoding of the strings. Fora large olletion of data this is a big problem, beause it neessary latertry to �nd all the wrong deoding and �x them. To partially resolve thisproblem, we used a kind of brute fore substitution, between the downloadand the writting on the database, for the most ommons harater ode.It is not an elegant solution, but for our sope it works �ne and fast.Soure http://www.brandsoftheworld.om/logo/Server media1.barelona.orp.yahoo.omNumber of Logos 173012Size 3.7GResolution 200 x 200 � GIFSURF Vetors 100 (average)Table 3.1. Retrieved Logos ColletionIn the table 3.1, is possible to see a short number of information aboutthe olletion. All the logos are in GIF format, this will be a problem forsome feature extration algorithm as OpenSURF, beause normally theyould work only with JPEG �les. The resolution is quite normal for a logo,we made di�erent tests with other resolution, but all the images in thisolletion keep the same. The average number of SURF vetors refers tothe algorithm OpenSURF, there are logos with a poor number of vetorsretrieved (23/40) and this is a problem for the omparisons, but dependsof the struture of the image (bakground dark, without orners or angles,words or symbols,. . . ).



3.3 Flikr Colletion 93.2.1 DevelopingTo getting all the logos we implemented a python sript, the goal of thisappliation is to retrieve logos from the web and store them loally, inorder to extrat visual features and experiment with them in future steps.Starting from the main diretory:http://www.brandsoftheworld.om/logo/moving in all the subdiretory (or setion)http://www.brandsoftheworld.om/logo/1/http://www.brandsoftheworld.om/logo/A/http://www.brandsoftheworld.om/logo/B/[...℄and analyzing all the pages in eah setionhttp://www.brandsoftheworld.om/logo/1/index-1.htmlhttp://www.brandsoftheworld.om/logo/1/index-2.htmlhttp://www.brandsoftheworld.om/logo/1/index-3.html[...℄In this last step the �rst problem appears. Supposing the �rst setionhave only 16 pages, a normal proedure is to inrease the ounter and todownload the "../1/index-17.html" page, faing an error. So, it is easy tohange setion and start the download again. The problem is during thedownload of a page out of range (for example the number 17), the serverreturns every time the last page of the setion (in this example the number16) and the sript ould not understand when he has to hange setion.To �x this, the sript omputes, for a new page, the MD5 and omparesthe value with the last page downloaded, so if the hashing is the same ithas to hange setion, otherwise keeps to inrement the ounter.Eah sript implemented keeps a log�le for the possible errors and thisis not rare during a long downloading as all the brands or all the Flikrimages. For that the sripts after the parsing of all the setions, heksthe log�le and try to �x all the entry automatially.3.3 Flikr ColletionComparing the table 3.2 with the 3.1, is possible to see some di�erenes.The most interesting are the average number of vetors extrated, in thisase is more than 4 time bigger. This happen not only for the resolutionmuh large of these images, but also for the struture of a photo, usually



10 Test ColletionSoure http://www.�ikr.om/group/famousbrands/Server media1.barelona.orp.yahoo.omNumber of Images 15881Size 2.0GImage Resolution 500 x 400 (most ommon) � JPGSURF Vetors 440 (average)Table 3.2. Retrieved Flikr Colletionmuh more omplex than a logo.Working with a Flikr database involve some advantage, to obtain thephotos is possible to use a method muh more elegant: the Flikr API3,simply a set of allable methods. We exploit them in the python sriptto download all the photos and the relative information, and in Java toaquire automatially the andidates of an input image. To used that APIis neessary have an API key, we used a Non-Commerial one aordingwith the Flikr rules. To understand better the use of Flikr API there areseveral examples below:http://api.flikr.om/servies/rest/?api_key=f535b428d18e3df66711ff87dadd9&method=flikr.groups.pools.getPhotos&group_id=75819424�N00Not all the query requires the API key, but usually the struture it isthis. The method de�nes whih funtion all, in this ase it retrieve an xml�le with all the photos inlude in the group. The group_id is a parameterrequired by this spei� method. An example of output is that:<rsp stat="ok"><photos page="1" pages="201" perpage="100" total="20042"><photo id="4341371478" owner="29257248�N02" seret="a6e2a802a4"server="4024" farm="5" title="Adminsoft logo / final result" ispubli="1"isfriend="0" isfamily="0" ownername="Franz Vanek" dateadded="1265651497"/><photo id="4240922072" owner="32156469�N06" seret="62b54943"server="4011" farm="5" title="GUINNESS 2010" ispubli="1" isfriend="0"isfamily="0" ownername="SIMONE RAVERA PHOTOÂ©" dateadded="1265639112"/><photo id="4340851274" owner="88414926�N00" seret="f999f979ab" server="4027"farm="5" title="Diet Mt Dew Ultra Violet" ispubli="1" isfriend="0"isfamily="0" ownername="Paxton Holley" dateadded="1265638597"/></photos></rsp>3http://www.�ikr.om/servies/api/



3.3 Flikr Colletion 11The XML is an optimal way to work, there are plug-ins to support itin every programming language. We use it in Python, with the pakagesxml.dom.minidom and xml.parsers.expat.In spite of the query result is a good bunh of information, is missing theURL of the images, and so it is neessary to perform another query. Theonly information required to identify the image is the id. The ommandto �nd the information, for example for the �rst photo retrieved, is thefollow:http://api.flikr.om/servies/rest/?api_key=f535b428d18e3df66711ff87dadd9&method=flikr.photos.getInfo&photo_id=4328326553And in this ase the output will be:<rsp stat="ok"><photo id="4328326553" seret="7d4daaba0" server="2789" farm="3" isfavorite="0"dateuploaded="1265239245" liense="0" rotation="0" originalseret="f98be762b5"originalformat="jpg" views="11" media="photo"><owner nsid="99117185�N00" username="mbell1975" realname="" loation="Washington,DC,USA"/><title>Leinenkugel's Honey Weiss Beer</title><visibility ispubli="1" isfriend="0" isfamily="0"/><dates posted="1265239245" taken="2010-01-30 16:42:31" takengranularity="0"lastupdate="1265240167"/><omments>0</omments><tags><tag id="3505925-4328326553-1049767" author="99117185�N00" raw="Leinenkugel's"mahine_tag="0">leinenkugels</tag><tag id="3505925-4328326553-13398" author="99117185�N00" raw="Honey"mahine_tag="0">honey</tag></tags><loation latitude="38.843785" longitude="-77.31122" auray="12" ontext="0"plae_id="GgZmW42bAplSQFyy" woeid="2355693"><neighbourhood plae_id="GgZmW42bAplSQFyy" woeid="2355693">Ardmore</neighbourhood><loality plae_id="zznEYmbBZz15XaJ" woeid="2401348">Fairfax</loality><ounty plae_id="aYS88JuYA5n1ZPU7Hg" woeid="12590344">Fairfax City</ounty><region plae_id="22b1JWbApjzghQy" woeid="2347605">Virginia</region><ountry plae_id="4KO02SibApitvSBieQ" woeid="23424977">United States</ountry></loation><urls><url type="photopage">http://www.flikr.om/photos/mbell1975/4328326553/</url></urls></photo></rsp>This XML ontains all the information about the photo, branhed indi�erent sub-groups:



12 Test Colletion� spei� information tighly onneted with the photo, as the format,date of upload, number of view, identi�ation odes and so on..� omments, whether there are� tags, with information of the author and id� geographi loation with ity, ountry, region and oordinate positionwhenever spei�ed.� urls, link of the photo page.. (if there are more than one, they willbe appear here)This two methods alls give us all the information needed, so now it ispossible download and store all the data in the database.3.4 Test and Train SetThe idea is to use imaged in Flikr famous brands olletion and thandetet whih logos appear in those imagesWe are looking for two sets ofimages, one for training and the other for testing. For Train Set we meana set of 3.2K images as random bunh of famousbrands, and for Test Set,1K images with some additional requirements:1. intersetion on both sets should be empty2. it must be ensured that every image of the test set ontains (at least)one logo in the brands olletion.3. if possible, none oh the tags appearing in the train set should appearin the test set. This property will be heked examining the images'tags.To know what an image ontains, it's important analyze the tags, sowe reate two more table in the database, famousbrands_tags and famous-brands_train_tags for this sope. All the tags from Flikr images, werestored as a entry of the table, we parsed that value and split all the tagsas singular word. The tables have the same struture, as follow:[SQL ommand for build the famousbrands_tags table℄reate table famousbrands_tags{ flikrid integer auto_inrement,tag varhar(255) not null,primary key( flikrid, tag )}



3.4 Test and Train Set 13This is thought for a very easy searh by tag, to �nd it immediatelywithout parse every time the big �eld "tags" of the main table. In fat,to respet to the �rst and the third point is neessary, after the reationof famousbrands_train and the relative _tags tables, to hek not onlythe �ikrid but every tags; in this way we an obtain two sets with imagesdistint eah other and with distint brands inside. This point is very im-portant for our future tests.To �ll the Test table we use the following sql ommand:[SQL ommand to fill in the test set℄insert into famousbrands_test selet * from famousbrands where photoid not in (selet distint photoid from famousbrands_tags where tag in (selet tag from famousbrands_train_tagswhere tag <> 'logo' and tag <> 'sign' and tag <> 'brand' and tag <> ''))order by rand() limit 1000;In the previous ommand there is a kind of �lter to exlude some om-mons tags like logo, sign and brand and for an empty string, maybe ob-tained during the parsing of the original tags. This tags are so manypopular, than it's impossible to extrat 1K images from 15K of famous-brands with all the tags di�erents without �lter them.Another important operation to apply, is on the brands table. The lo-gos are uploaded on the website, our resoure, from all the world, so itis usual to enounter haraters from di�erent harater-enoding sheme,and some time not readable. To resolve this problem you have to normalizeall the brands name, obtaining a omparable string useful for a searh.parlare del problema di gestire e rierare in modo immediato questiloghi: interfaia php
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Chapter 4Features ExtrationTo desribe what is the meaning of Feature Extration it is better digress alittle bit. The goal of this projet and, more in general, of a video retrievalworks, is to detet something of unique, or more desriptive, in an imageand than use this kind of information to ompare it with other images. Todo this it is neessary a omparison measure to redue the number of vari-ables under onsideration. These operations require high omputationalost when dealing with large data set, so the reduing dimensionality ane�etively ut this ost. This proess is alled indeed Dimension Redutionand provides two di�erent solutions:1. Feature Seletion, where are seleted subset of the original featureswithout transformation2. Feature Extration, where in funtion of some transformation theoriginal features are replaed with some new ones. Here you have toonsider the omputational ost of the transformation.This projet is foused to the seond point, and the idea is to extratthe most relevant information from the input data, disarding redundaniesand irrelevanes. However, working with a large data set provides to dosome operation more, as olletion segmentation to ath a sub-seletionof data as luster, but all of these tehniques are following the featuresextrator.A di�erent point of view to explain what does it means:Feature-extrating question:[32℄If we are allowed to use only one numerial feature to desribeeah data objet, what should this feature be?



16 Features ExtrationThere are many ways to extrat features[27℄ more or less optimize fordi�erent goals. Some are based on the Edges or on the Corners, other onthe Curvature or on the Shapes as Hough Transform, but we are fousingon the Sale-invariant feature transform[14℄ and on the Speeded-Up RobustFeatures [16℄.4.1 SIFT vs SURFIn this setion, there is a brief introdution to SIFT and SURF Desrip-tors, and in the end a short omparison of them with advantages anddisadvantages related to this projet. However to understand better thesteps and the proedures of eah method, we reommend to read the on-erned referenes.[14℄[16℄Moreover we'll introdue some image �lters with tests made and resultsobtained using the SURF Desriptors. There will be some examples and�gures to understand better the proves.In the end there is a desription of all the steps needed to perform themathing and, of ourse, onlusions and observations about it.4.1.1 SIFTSIFT, aronym of Sale-invariant feature transform, is one of the mostfamous algorithm to detet and desribe the loal features in an image,invented by David Lowe in 1999[14℄. It is a method for extrating distin-tive invariant features from images that an be used to perform reliablemathing between di�erent view of an objet or sene.This feature desriptor maintains a good fame for its properties, be-ause it is invariants to saling, translation, rotation, a�ne transformationand partially to illumination hanges. The goal of these tehniques is toonvert an image in a set of vetors, and these vetors have the harater-isti to desribe enough the image. For us, it will be possible work diretlyto the vetors and make all the operations with them.A typial image of size 500x500 pixels will give rise of to about 2000stable features, and the quantity of features is partiularly important forobjet reognition. For image mathing and reognition, Lowe used the



4.1 SIFT vs SURF 17Eulidean distane to ompare the vetors of the image with all the otherstored in the database. The large number of vetors identi�ed, ould be-ome a big problem during the omparison and mathing, furthermore aSIFT desriptor is strutured by 128 dimensions or, in other words, 128numbers, twie of SURF vetor.The good of the SIFT is the great number of features that an extrat,but the problem is the speed for all the omputational steps. Many re-searhes have been done in literature about a omparison of the di�erentFeatures Extration Algorithms[26℄ and in eah of them there are not areally winner. Eah algorithm has good and bad things, for this projetthe main reason to hoose the SURF Desriptor was the fast omputation,sine the quality of this desriptor is very similar to SIFT.4.1.2 SURFSURF, Speeded-Up robust Features, is another image detetor and desrip-tor inspired by SIFT, was �rst presented by Herbert Bay in the ECCV 2006onferene in Graz, Austria[15℄. SURF approximates or even outperformspreviously proposed shemes with respet to repeatability, distintiveness,and robustness, yet an be omputed and ompared muh faster. This isahieved by� Relying on integral images for image onvolutions� Building on the strengths of the leading existing detetors and de-sriptors (using an Hessian matrix-based measure for the detetor,and a distribution-based desriptor)� Simplifying this methods to the essentialIn this projet it is used the OpenSURF instead SURF, it is an opensoure implementation (C++, Linux) with all the doumentation and ref-erenes neessaries, beause the original version is still to be losed soure.The dimension of the desriptor has a diret impat to the storing andto the time taken of eah omparison. The SIFT desriptor uses 128 di-mensions, whereas the SURF uses only 64 dimensions. However, lowerdimensional feature vetors are in general less distintive than their high-dimensional ounterparts.



18 Features ExtrationExplain works and steps of the SURF Desriptors is not the job ofthis doument, for that we refer to the bibliography, but we an disusssome points of omparison between the two desriptors[25℄. Both SIFTand SURF belong to the family of sale invariant feature detetors so,they trying to analyze the input image at di�erent resolutions in order torepeatably �nd harateristi independently of their atual size. To thisend, they use multisale detetion operation alled sale spae representa-tion of an image. In a seond step deteted features are assigned a rotationinvariant-desriptor omputed from the surrounding pixel neighborhood.SURF builds on the onepts of SIRF but introdues more radial ap-proximations in order to speed up the detetion proess. Due to the use ofintegral images the omplexity of SURF is greatly redued, so SURF oftenahieves superior performane than its predeessor. Another di�erent isthat SURF uses the determinant of the Hessian for feature detetion insale spae instead of the Laplaian operator. Nevertheless for the goal ofthis work, the deision to use the SURF instead the SIFT is due to thegreater omputational speed without signi�ant loss of information.For the brands olletion, disussed in the the Chapter 4, all the imagesof the logos was saved in GIF format from as are stored in the website,but the OpenSURF ode required an input image in JPG. For that it wasneessary to onvert all the brands. Below there are some example ofSURF deteted.Name parmalogo yahoo juventus NYyahooType logo logo photo photoComputational Time 0.114s 0.083s 0.487s 0.381sNumber Of Vetors 121 72 567 451Resolution 200 x 200 200 x 200 500 x 495 500 x 333Table 4.1. Example of SURF omputations informationIn the table 4.1 there are a few examples to see the omputational timeof SURF Desriptor for logos and images. In the �gure 4.1 and 4.2 thereare the images with plotted surfs.Code UpdatesTo make the ode more suitable for the needs of this projet, it was ne-essary to make some hange to the ode. First of all the type of input,



4.1 SIFT vs SURF 19

Figure 4.1. Examples of SURF omputations imagesinstead support only one image per time, an option has been added to readeah values from standard input and ompute all the SURF vetors im-mediately writing on the standard output. A lot of sripts in this projetwork diretly with standard input and output, beause it is muh moreonvenient to manage input and output data and moreover it is possibleto work in a onatenated way.However the most interesting hange onerns the introdution of abounding box. The full name is Logo Bounding Box and it has to desribeall the retangular box where is ontained the logo. In the OpenSURFode, given all deteted SURF points, the maximum and the minimumvalues are kept, and this data is added to the desriptor information. Sofar, a vetor looks like:float x, y;float bboxX, bboxY, bboxWidth, bboxHeight;float sale;float orientation;float desriptor[ 64 ℄;All the ode in this projet support the bounding box, see �gure 4.3, to



20 Features Extration

Figure 4.2. Examples of SURF omputations images
Figure 4.3. An example of Bounding Boxbe more preise, there is the possibility to work with or without it, dependsof the kind of test. One of the thing that an help to the detetion ofthe logo, is in fat the origin reognition. The origin is the �rst point ofthe logo, indiates by the bounding box as origin. It is used during themathing of a brand and an image, trying to identify the origin of the logoby the mathed points of the other image. This topi is disuss with moredetails in the Setion 4.2.3.4.2 Mathing PointsOne obtained the features desriptors of an input image, using OpenSURF in our ase, you must �nd a way to ompare them with all the onesin the brands olletion. With the SURF, a desriptor is onstituted with64 dimensions, to be more preise by 64 �oating point values. To om-



4.2 Mathing Points 21pare vetors as these, there are di�erent ways, we made some omparisonbetween: Eulidean Distane, Correlation and Cosine Similarity.The Eulidean Distane is based on a repetition of the Pythagoreantheorem is one of the most ommons, used by Lowe with his SIFT. Enexample below, of this omputation:Given two points u = (x1, y1, z1) and v = (x2, y2, z2)the Eulidian Distane is
√

(x1 − x2)2 + (y1 − y2)2 + (z1 − z2)2The seond method tested is the Correlation, it's ommonly used inText Mining to ompare two vetors of n dimensions. It is obtained by di-viding the ovariane of the two variables by the produt of their standarddeviations. The formula is this:
cos(θ) = uv

‖u‖‖v‖The last one is the Cosine Similarity, this measures the osine of theangle between the two vetors.
Px,y = cov(x,y)

σxσy4.2.1 Mathing Tehnique ComparisonWrite here how we ompare the mathing tehniques: Correlation, CosineSimilarity and Eulidean Distane.With Graphs and numerial values.4.2.2 CorrelationGiven two input vetors, omputing the orrelation, the output will be avalue that represents their similarity. This value has a range from -1 to 1,where -1 indiates that the vetors are opposite, and 1 that the vetors arethe same. All the values in the the middle an be valuated by the user,but in this projet we are looking for the similarity, so it is neessary toonsider only the positive values greater than a ertain threshold. To makesure this omparison method is working well, in our ase, we tested it inmany situations, with a �nal manually evaluation. Have been implemented



22 Features Extrationa few appliations to do this, desribed in more details in the Setion ??.The idea is that the trend followed by the values of two di�erent SURFpoints is similar if the points orrespond to the same bakground shape.See examples of mathing and non mathing points in the following images,whih show two mathing points with a orrelation threshold of 0.985:
Figure 4.4. Correlation with threshold of 0.985

Figure 4.5. Correlation with threshold of 0.95One omputed all the SURF points of both images, they are omparedusing the Correlation and are disards all the mathing less than a ertainthreshold. We made di�erent tests to de�ne the threshold, of ourse ele-vated values are more disriminant but more preise. In the �gures 4.4 and4.5 there are a ouple of examples with two di�erent elevated thresholds.4.2.3 Bounding BoxIn this setion we'll disuss with more details the Bounding Box. The ideais, one deteted the orret logo and the logo position in the image, toselet the logo region by plotting its bounding box. We try to identifythe origin point through a voting: from eah feature extrated by SURFDesriptor.



4.2 Mathing Points 23With all these information, the proposed method will be:� Given a Target and a Soure image, see how many points are highlyorrelated� For eah highly orrelated pair of points, we will try to transpose theorigin of the Bounding Box of one point in the other image.� This proedure will give us a guessed bounding box, that will tellwhere the logo appers in the Target image.
Figure 4.6. Transposed bounding box of the mathing points (Threshold 0.95)without BBox plottedIn the �gures 4.6 and 4.7 there are a seletion of andidates originsfrom all the mathed points. As it is possible to see, not all of those areorret, but with a ranking of the proposed points we an selet the bestandidate as origin. An implementation should be merge the value of theorrelation in this ranking, in other words, use a kind of weight-ranking byorrelation to give more or less weight to eah vote. The mathed pointswith a big value of orrelation are more reditable than the others beausethe vetors have to be more lose.In the ode of OpenSURF, during the omputation of the desriptors,we ompute and store more information4.8. As we just said, the odeompute the bounding box simply onsidering the extrated points withsmallest and biggest value of x and y so it an �nd the boundaries. Ofourse the box ould not over the entire logo shape, but it is what SURFan detet and it is everything we need.Eah logo SURF vetor ontains the origin and the dimension of thebounding box, so, one obtain the andidates logos from the input image,it is possible to start a voting for the origin. In this ase, keeping thevetors that vote in a ommon area we an �lter all the other, disardingthe false positive andidates points.
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Figure 4.7. Transposed bounding box of the mathing points (Threshold 0.985and 0.95) with voting of all the andidates features.
Figure 4.8. Struture of SURF Vetors, the olored parts are added, for thisprojet, to store more information.4.3 Image FilteringThe following setion presents ways to improve the mathing ratio by ap-plying transformations both to target and soure images in order to isolatemathing points and inrease orrelation. This matter appeared during themathing tests, there were a few images with the same logo in more thanone positions, but with di�erent bakgrounds, like the �gure 4.9. After aomparison with the orret brand, the mathing results were very di�er-ent.The following examples onern only the orrelation mathing, withoutany lassi�ation, �ltering or segmentation. So, all the surf vetors fromthe input image were ompared with all the vetors of the logos, and areseleted the vetors with the bigger math.The di�erent value of the threshold is important to understand what isdisarded and what is not, as the �g4.10. In others tests there were appliedsome image �lter to hek the performane hange, in the �g4.11 show the
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Figure 4.9. The same logo appears twie but with inverted bakground) withoutBBox plotted
results with the image onverted in gray-sale, in the �g4.12 was appliedthe blur �lter, too.

Figure 4.10. Correlation with threshold equal to 0.80 (with 0.90 there was notommon points, with 0.85 not so many)
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Figure 4.11. Correlation with threshold equal to 0.80 (with 0.90 there was notommon points, with 0.85 not so many)

Figure 4.12. Correlation with threshold equal to 0.80 (with 0.90 there was notommon points, with 0.85 not so many)4.4 Problems and ConlusionsThis point of the projet was very useful to �gure out how the SURF Ve-tors works, and how it is possible to obtain the better performane withoutloose information.We have got di�erent kind of problem, and some �lter lari�ed the limitto use Correlation with the SURF: applying a invert �lter to the image, inother words, inverting all the value (in a b/n image) the points extratedbefore the �lter are totally di�erent.In the image 4.13 this ase is very lear: there are two possible mathingof the logo, one in the top of the image with dark olor and blank bak-
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Figure 4.13. Correlation with the b/n image: it is detet only the logos loatedon the top and the other does not have ommon points.ground, and the other in the bottom with blank olor on dark bakground.The �rst one is deteted suessfully: so the orrelation �nds similar thevetors of the logo and of that part of image, but the seond one does nothave a single ommon point. Applying the �lter, explained below, on theimage we'll �nd an inverted situation: the �rst area does not have ommonpoints and the seond one is well deteted.

Figure 4.14. Correlation with the same image but with inverted values: thelogo deteted is hanged.If the mathing between the interest points of the image and the logospoints does not have an high value of orrelation, it means that the ve-tors are not so similar. So or we ould hange the metri tehnique or weould hange the desriptor algorithm. We tried both the solutions, butwith the Eulidean Distane or using the SIFT Desriptor the problem



28 Features Extrationare the same. Another possible solution is to apply the invert �lter to allthe logos olletion to disard the possibility to loose information in thisway, but the olletion inreases twofold and the omputation times as well.However these are tests to understand with what we are working, thesolutions of these problems are not the goal of these projet but it's im-portant to know the limits of the used algorithms and tehniques.Mathing vetor-by-vetor the soure image and the logos, in the pairsof points with an high value of orrelation there are the orret ones, butit is not possible ompare with orrelation (or Eulidean distane) all thevetors. So the main onlusion is the requirement to proess the surfvetors before do the diret mathing, or, to try to �nd a good way tosegment all the logos surf in similarity groups. In this ase we have toompare not eah extrated vetor of the input image to all the others,but only with the representative vetor of eah group, beause if all thepoints in the same group are similar it is possible de�ne a representativeone that it is similar with all the other. We an obtain better performanein omputational time and in results quality.



Chapter 5Colletion SegmentationThe Colletion Segmentation is a key point of this projet, beause, atthis step, all the logos SURF desriptors are omputed, and now we have ahuge number of vetors. Obviously we an't ompare eah point from theinput image to all the logos points, the omputation time is exaggerate andmore, using only one mathing tehnique should be a lot of false positive.For these reasons it is neessary to segment all the logos SURF vetorsand lassi�ed them by some ommon feature.In this projets were tested a lot of di�erent tehniques for the segmen-tation. The main idea is to split all the vetors in di�erent groups, andobtain for eah group a representative vetor. So, to ompute the andi-dates of an image, it only neessary ompare its SURF points with theserepresentative ones.What is a representative vetor? Think about the urrent goal, it is toredue the number of omparison between the points extrated from the in-put image and all the stored logos points. To do this we segment the logospoints olletion splitting the not-similar vetors in the di�erent groups, soeah group ontains only points similar to eah other. Computing a vetorthat represents a group it means to obtain a vetor that is similar to all theother in that group. With this one we redue the number of omparison foreah image point to the number of groups. How to reate the representa-tive vetors and how many groups generate depends of the used tehniques.The �rst tehnique disuss in this hapter it's the Balaned DeisionTree where, for eah level of the tree and in eah of the two nodes, it will beseleted only one dimension of all the 64 of the SURF vetor, and by thisvalue the desriptors are split. Another method is to use a K-Means Clus-



30 Colletion Segmentationter, where all the losest points are grouped and one point for eah groupis omputed as entroid to represent all the other. Other ways should bethe Random Vetors or the Semi Random Vetors. For these two methodsa set of vetors are reated with the same struture of the SURF one, butin a random and in a semi-random mode.One segmented all the vetors, we obtain a model that ontains allthe representative vetors used to segment the olletion and a lassi�ed�le that ontains simply all the logos vetors lassi�ed. In all the lassi�edvetors there is one value more in the vetors that ontain the label (orsignature) of the relative group. To ompute the andidates of an image,we need this model and the relative logos lassi�ed.Eah vetor of the input image should be mathed to eah represen-tative vetors and the best math is seleted. This seletion return thelabel of the group with the best similarity and to obtain immediately allthe logos points inside this group, it is neessary a Random Aess to thelassi�ed �le. To do this it will be reated an index to store for eah label:the �le loation, the starting byte and the length of the data inluded.We'll see in details this step in the next hapter.5.1 Variane-Balaned Deision TreeThe objet is to reate a balaned deision tree, where given a set of(SURF) interest points the deision tree produes a balaned set of leaves.Eah leave node will ontain approximately the same number of interestpoints.The tree below 5.1 illustrates how a set of interest points is split in twoequal subset, based on the median value that an be omputed for a singledimension that is seleted from the SURF feature vetor.How to selet a dimension at a partiular point in the tree? There areseveral solutions:1. At random: the algorithm selets at random a dimension, Eg a di-mension D = [1..64].2. Max variane: the algorithm omputes the variane of the featurevalues at eah of the 64 dimensions, and produes a ranked list of
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Figure 5.1. In eah node the olletion is split in two equal subset. WithSURF[45℄ it means that eah vetor during the segmentation has to hek thevalue in the dimension 45, and if it is bigger go to the right node otherwise tothe left one.dimensions D where the dimensions are ordered in desending vari-ane. When onstruting the tree, at depth i, the i − th element ofthe list of dimensions D is seleted. Eg. nodes 2 and 4, orrespond-ing to depth 2 would both use the same dimension for splitting thedata, but most likely use a di�erent threshold. The advantage of thisapproah would be that the deision to split a set of interest pointsis based on those dimensions that are most disriminating.3. Loal max variane: In this variant, the dimension for splitting isseleted based on the maximum variane, whih is re-omputed forevery node, with the orresponding set of key-points.The urrent proposal is to go with the third variant: the advantagewould be that in eah node the deision to split is based on the dimensionthat has the biggest value of variane at that point, in other word, themost disriminating dimension for that level of the tree.5.1.1 ImplementationGiven the SURF vetors for all logos to be strutured in the tree, thefollowing steps are needed:1. Compute a vetor with the same dimensionality as the SURF vetors,with the Variane of eah dimensionality. To do this, all the olletionshould be traversed.



32 Colletion Segmentation2. Take the dimension with maximum variane and selet it as a deisiondimensionality.3. Calulate the median for the seleted dimensionality and split theolletion in two parts, taking the median as a threshold.So, with the previous steps we obtain a pair of values: the seleteddimensionality and the relative value where hek and split the olletion.For eah level of tree these steps are arry out to obtain for eah nodethe pair of values. When a surf vetor is proessed is required to keep asignature of the hooses in eah steps, the ommon way to do this is tosign with a 0 the left hoise and with the 1 the right one. So, for eah levelthere will be a binary value, and in the end of the tree there will be thesignature or leafID. Look the �gure 5.2 where the dimensionality hoiseproedure is illustrate in steps.

Figure 5.2. Tree reation: ompute the variane for eah dimension of theolletion and selet the dimension with the bigger value. One obtained thisnew vetor, sort it in asending mode and take the value in the middle: this isthe median. This value it will be use to split the olletion in the urrent node.Following there will be the pseudo-ode to explain the ode.funtion reateDeision ( Colletion , DeisionTreeNode t )Vetor v = alulateVarianes(  );double max_variane_index = getMaxIndex( v );double median = getMedian( , max_variane_index );t->dimension = max_variane_index;t->median = median;



5.1 Variane-Balaned Deision Tree 33t->left = new DeisionTreeNode();t->right = new DeisionTreeNode();<1, 2> = splitColletion( , max_variane_index, median );reateDeision( 1, t->left );reateDeision( 2, t->right );One reated the tree, it should be serialized and stored as a model1.This is another onveniene to using a tree to store the information. Atree is easily store as an array preserving the random aess to a node: ifyou are looking for the hildren of the node in position K, you simply haveto keep the values in the positions 2 ∗K and 2 ∗K + 1 for the left and theright hild. In the �gure 5.3
Figure 5.3. (Model Tree) It's a two-dimensional vetor with a pair of value foreah node: the dimension index and the dimension value to split.The height of the tree set the length of the signature (or leafID), thanin funtion of the olletion it is possible to segment it with di�erent dis-tribution. Our goal is not to do an hard segmentation, but to keep a largenumber of points in eah leaf and in suession to do a ranking of thesevetors. So we are sure to not loose information: it is better to keep thefalse positive, and to disard them later in the ranking step.5.1.2 ExperimentsThe experiments desribe in the following sub-setion are built for theprojet and not only for this thesis, so the following onsideration is takenfrom the doumentation done by the entire working team. The initial treewas reate with a set of training images, and with the properties shown inTable 5.1.1http://webdos.s.ualb erta.a/ holte/T26/tree-as-array.html



34 Colletion SegmentationProperty ValueNumber of training images 25000Largest dimension of the image 500pxNumber of SURF desriptors per image 419Number of SURF desriptors extrated >10M, of whih 2.5M used as training dataSize of the deision tree model 215 − 1 = 32767 tuples (dimension, median)Table 5.1. These are the tree implemented by a set of training images.To de�ne the height of the tree we made the following hypothesis :The stability of the tree at a given depth depends on the number of SURFfeatures that have been used to train the deision tree. When enough fea-tures are used, the di�erene between two models will be small.To test this hypothesis we built a set of pairs of deision trees using thesame number of features, but the features should ome from di�erent setof images. The "di�erent" between a pair of deision trees will dereasewhen the number of features used will inrease. We're looking for the pointwhere the δ di�erene between two pairs of deision trees omes below aprede�ned threshold, with the number of features used being doubled atevery step. We need a good metri to measure the di�erene between twovariane-balaned deision trees.Intuition: As the onstrution of the tree is based on variane, the dimen-sions seleted at the higher level (low depth) should stay more stable thanthe dimensions seleted deeper in the tree.Experimental DesignThe stability of a Variane-Balaned Deision Tree depends on two param-eters:1. The number of feature vetor used to train the deision tree2. The depth of the deision treeFor this experiment, we have retrieve 25000 images at random from�ikr, the data are shown in the table 5.1.We estimate the stability of the deision trees by repeatedly doingpairwise similarity omparisons. The Level Stability Detetion met-ri (LSD) is adopted to measure how stable the deisions are at eah



5.2 Random Vetors 35node in the tree. The LSD metri is explained in detail below. For theexperiment we are interested in omparing the stability of the Variane-Balaned Deision Trees given a variable number of feature vetors to trainwith, but also to investigate the stability at various depths in the tree. Forthe evaluation we'll ompare the stability at depths 5, 10, and 15.At depth 15, we'll have a tree with 32K leave nodes. As we want torepeatedly measure the stability of the tree we have split the 10M SURFdesriptors ( 400 ∗ 25K images) in 4 equals sets, eah ontaining 2.5Mfeature vetors. This allows us to do a 6-fold pairwise omparison of thestability. We seleted at random X feature vetors from a set to onstruta tree, with X ranging from 200K − 2M feature vetors. In addition, wetrained a deision tree for eah set, using all 2.5M feature vetors.Level Stability Detetion metriThe intuitions is that the stable trees will make similar deisions at thesame node in a tree. LSD estimates the stability of two trees, by inspetingthe agreement in seleted dimensions at eah level in the tree. The LSDsore ranges from [0− level℄ where two similar trees will have a sore equalto the number of the levels (depth of the tree).To be able to ompare the stability of trees aross levels, we an nor-malize the LSD (nLSD) sores through dividing the sore by the numberof levels.5.2 Random VetorsThis tehniques provides to split the input vetors omputing a signatureusing a de�ned number of random vetors. The idea is to split the olle-tion by random vetors that, generated in random mode, ould segment itin a distribute mode. These are strutured as the SURF ones, but the val-ues in eah dimension are: �rst generated in a randomly way with �oatingvalues in a range -1 to 1, seond normalized.This method works quite di�erent from the other, to be more preiseeah random vetors is not use diretly to split, but there will be omputea signature after a omparison of all the random vetors. Let's see thefollowing pseudo-ode:



36 Colletion SegmentationImageSURF = read( input_image.surf )RandomVetors = read( randomVetors.16.lass )signature = ""for ( urrent_surf in ImageSURF ) {for ( urrent_rv in RandomVetors ) {orrelation = pearsonCorrelation( urrent_surf, urrent_rv )if ( orrelation > 0 )signature.append( "1" )elsesignature.append( "0" )}store.add( urrent_surf, signature )} How is possible to see, eah surf desriptor of the image is omparedwith all the random vetors, and for eah omparison it's assign a "1" or a"0". So, if we use 8 random vetors, we obtain a signature of length 8, and
28 possibility. We tested di�erent length of signature: 8 (256 possibility),12 (4K), 15 (32K), 16 (65K), 32 (232), 64 (264) and 128 (2128). Obviouslywith 64 and 128 it will be a huge number of vetors, and the it is outside ofthe idea of segmentation beause the SURF vetors will be not split so well.So, one omputed the random vetors we use them as model, andnow we have to segment the logos points olletion as it's shown in 5.4to obtain the lassi�ed logos. Apply the algorithm disuss before, all theSURFs obtain a relative signature, that is the label of this group, and nowyou have to segment by signature all the vetors. Furthemore this is alarge �le with huge dimension ( 12G), and for this reason it neessary tobuild an index that we an store it entirely in memory and we an aessdiretly only to the required data of the lassi�ed �le. To get the logos

Figure 5.4. Random vetors segmentation proedure.



5.2 Random Vetors 37andidates we make the following steps:� Get the input image and ompute the surf vetors� For eah vetor, ompute the relative signature� For eah signature, retrieve all the points andidates� Rank with these points (retrieve the image with more point mathed,..)5.2.1 Semi Random VetorsThe Semi Random Vetors method works as the Random Vetors, theonly di�erene it's how to reate them. In this ase are not so random:the dimensions of the desriptors are analyzed, and split in three balanedsubgroup. The idea is similar to the Deision Binary Tree, but the valuesare split in a muh more simply way.

Figure 5.5. Semi random vetors reation.Let's see the image 5.5. For eah dimension it opy the values in a newarray and sort it to have all the avlues ina desending order. In the endthis array is split in three equal parts, storing the two values used for thesplit. So, for eah dimension, we keep these values and we use them toreate the semi-randomvetors.5.2.2 Signatures DistributionFor the Random and Semi-Random Vetors the distribution is not bal-aned as for the Variane-Balaned Deision Tree, so it is possible to �ndsome piks that is some signature very ommons that represent a lot of



38 Colletion Segmentationpoints. These points are taken as noise and a signature with a huge num-ber of vetors is not used in the ranking.

Figure 5.6. These graphs explain the distribution of the signatures after thelassi�ation of brands.surf. The �rst one desribes about the random vetorswith length 15, the other of lengths: 32, 50 and 64. It's possible to see someommons piks in all the graphs.To tests the Random Vetors to de�ne a good length of the signature(analogous for Semi-Random) we reate di�erent number of vetors. Inthis setion we disuss the distribution of signature with lengths 15, 32,50 and 64. The lassi�ed olletion is the full one, alled brands.surf with175K of logos and about 17M of surf points. In the �gure 5.6 there arethe distribution graphs in funtion of 17.5 millions of vetors. The goal isto have a onstants values, it should be desribe as an horizontal line inthe graph. Unfortunately it is not so plane and there are some piks: thismeans that there are some points very ommon with the same signature.All these ones are disarded during the andidates seletion.In the table 5.2 there is a summary of the four di�erent Random Vetorshere reported. In this table we toke in exam the RV20 and RV40, beause



5.3 Other Tehniques 39they are more similar to the version 15 and 32 and the omparison is moreinteresting.Number of RVs RV15 RV20 RV32 RV40# Total sgn 32768 1048576 4294967296 1099511627776# Empty sgn 23224 935263 4293990258 1099510699539# Not-Empty sgn 9544 113313 977038 928237(# Empty sgn)/Total 0.708740 0.891936 0.999773 0.999999(# Not-Empty sgn)/Total 0.291260 0.108064 0.000227 0.000001Table 5.2. This table ontains information for eah di�erent number of RandomVetors: number of total signatures, empty and used ones and proportions ofe�ieny.The distribution signature/vetors is not plane as the expetation, butit is interesting see how muh it hanges when inrease the number ofRV. For the RV15 there are 32K of total signatures and segmenting thebrands.surf with 17M of vetors there are used only 9K with more then70% empties leaves. Using the RV20 the are more than ten times of vetorsused, but in proportion with the total number of vetors there are even89% empties signatures. With the RV32 ad RV40 the situation is worst,indeed getting the signatures from an input image, should be the possibil-ity to �nd signature without any brands vetors, so empty ones not usefulfor retrieve the andidates.Analyzing these values look lear to use a little number of vetors:RV15 is well. We make the same test with RV14 with similar results, and�nally we did the experiments with these two sets of vetors. During theexperiments, speially for the Random Vetors (not for the Semi-Random)appears neessary to generate a set of RV15 so to test the random fatorand to see if the results are stable or not. In Setion ?? there will be moredetails.5.3 Other TehniquesTo segment a large olletion there are many ways, this hapter toke inexam the Variane-Balaned Deision Tree and the (Semi-)Random Ve-tors tehniques, but during this work there were implemented and testedmore methods. All the tehniques have the aim to segment the large dataset omposed of logos vetors, so the possibility to do this step are many,



40 Colletion Segmentationwe had only analyze some of them to hoose the good one for our projet.The other tehniques are K-Means Clustering, a very ommon method tosplit huge olletion, and Spline, where we ompare the vetors shown asfuntions. However there is a brief disuss about the K-Means only, andnot in-depth beause it was not developed by myself, but I think it's im-portant to give a general knowledge about it to have another omparisonas segmentation tehnique.5.3.1 K-Means ClusteringK-Means Clustering is a method of luster analysis, it is very popular forthe partition problem where given a set of n data points the aim is to splitthe data olletion in k groups, �nding k points enters. In our situationit had to partition the brands olletion in k groups of similarity, it means�nd k vetors, alled enters or entroids, that an minimize the meansquared distane from eah data vetor to its nearest enter. To omputethese enters the method makes a de�ne number of iterations, where theself entroids ould hange position to obtain a better distribution of thepoints, so at eah loop the groups are more balaned.

Figure 5.7. KMeans segmentation proedure: aquiring of SURF vetors fromthe olletion, deteting the entroids and indexing the enters.The proedure is explain in the �gure 5.7 where given the large ol-letion of SURF vetors, it �nd the entroids after a number of iteration,where it ompares eah times the distanes from eah vetors to the en-troids. One omputed the entroids vetors, they beome the kmeansmodel, that is a simply list of vetors as a signature or a leafID for a De-ision Tree. In this ase the proedure is similar to the Random Vetors,instead of through the tree to obtain the leafID, the SURF vetors has



5.3 Other Tehniques 41only to ompute its distane of all the entroids and selet the most lose.To ompute the enters, we used this time the Flikr Colletion, totrain the model with more points, not only relative to a logo. This FlikrColletion is onstitute with a million of random Flikr image, so it doesn'tare if they ontain or not logos, beause they are hoose randomly. Oneomputed the entroids, the brands.surf olletion is segmented, so for eahSURF vetor there is a orresponding entroid. As the other tehniques,to have a diret aess to eah segment (entroid group) we made an indexto the enters and to all the relative logos vetors.



42 Colletion Segmentation



Chapter 6Classi�ation and Ranking
During the Segmentation steps, it was reated a model and with this itwas segmented all the logos olletion. After this, we obtain the lasses,or groups, that ontain the logos split by similarity. This mean that ineah group there are the SURF vetors of the logos that are similar for theomparison tehniques used in the segmentation. The next step onernabout the input image: we have to extrat from it all the SURF vetors,and de�ne whih is the best group for eah of them. With best group weintend the group where there are the elements more similar to the urrentSURF vetor.Remember that: with segmentation we means to split a olletion inunde�ned segments by some ommons properties, instead with lassi�a-tion we mean to split a olletion in lasses yet built. For eah imagevetor we have to obtain a lass of logos vetors, so we have to lassify allthe SURF image vetors.One obtain these lasses, we have a large list of logos points that aresimilar to the image ones for some properties: these vetors are alled ve-tors andidates. The next ad �nal step is to work on this list, in otherwords, to apply some ranking to these andidates to understand whih arethe points more similar and, in the end, whih are the images with moresimilar ommons points.This hapter desribes whih are the steps to the lassi�ation for eahtehniques sow in the segmentation, and what it's mean with ranking ofthe andidates, how it work and whih are the new tehniques.



44 Classi�ation and Ranking6.1 Classi�ation MethodologyClassify, as we said, means to de�ne whih is the best group o setion for anobjet. In this ase, whih is the best group or luster for an input vetor.Ho to do this? Depends about the tehnique used to the segmentation:obviously to split the image vetors into the groups reated from the logosolletion the methodology has to be the same, or similar. In this setionthere are desribed the lassi�ation steps for the Variane-Balaned De-ision Tree and for the (Semi-)Random Vetors, two di�erent proeduresto give a better idea of the aim of this setion.Nevertheless, only for a general knowledge, with the other tehniquesas K-Means or Spline the proedures are pretty similar to the RandomVetors, the idea is to use the entroids, for example, to ompute thesignature to retrieve the andidates, instead to use diretly the randomvetors.6.1.1 Variane-Balaned Deision TreeThe Variane-Balaned Deision Tree tehnique disussed in the Setion5.1 portended to reate a model, de�ned before an height, with the FlikrColletion vetors. With the tree model we were able to pass through itwith all the logos vetors, so obtaining a leafID for eah SURF points ofthe brands. Looking the �gure 6.1 there are in the end of the leaves a listof vetors, these ones are the logos points loated in the relative leafID, soeah of these bins of vetors is a lass of andidates.Given the input image SURF points, the proedure is analogous to thesegmentation, beause it has to go through the model tree to ath itsleafID or, more in general, its signature. To do this the steps are the same,in eah node there are stored two value: the number of the dimension andthe split value. So, to eah node the SURF vetor ompare its value ofthe relative dimension and if is bigger it has to ontinue to the right side,otherwise on the left one. This proedure has to be done until the lastlevel, where there are the leaves.So from a list of image SURF vetors, we obtain a signature for eahof them and we have to take all the andidates of these signature, that isall the points in the lists with the leafID omputed from the SURF inputpoints. Look the �gure 6.2 to see a graphi explanation.
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Figure 6.1. This is a model tree through that are segmented the logos brands.In the leaves there are the lists of the points with the relative leafID.6.1.2 (Semi-)Random VetorsWith Random Vetors the proedure to lassify the input SURF vetorsis more simple. For this tehnique the model is just a �le with the randomvetors. So, obviously using the same model used in the segmentation, wehave to ompute the signature for the input image points. Looking the�gure 6.3, for eah input vetors it has to ompute the signature simplywith mathing between the input point and all the random ones, storinga 1 or a 0 in funtion of the value of mathing metri, if it is positive ornegative. One we give the signature we take all the logos points that havebeen stored with the same signature during the segmentation, and savethem as andidates attending the ranking.To lassify the input SURF with the Semi-Random Vetors the proe-dure is exatly the same. As we said the di�erene is only in the onstru-tion of these vetors.
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Figure 6.2. This is the proedure to lassify a SURF vetor extrated from aninput image. Through a tree model it keeps a leafID (or signature) and withthis, it retrieves all the logos in the same leaf as andidates.6.1.3 Other TehniquesThe other tehniques desribes in the Setion 5.3 have a similar method-ology for the lassi�ation. The aim is the same: use the model and therelative segmented logos to lassify the input image vetors.Using the K-Means Clustering desribed in the Setion 5.3.1, the modelis a list of the entroids omputed after the appliation of the K-Meanstehnique to the logos olletion. One segmented the logos vetors, itomputes the entroids, that are simply the representative vetor for eahgroup. So, as illustrated in the �gure 6.4, we math eah SURF pointsextrated from the input image, to all the vetors in the kmeans model,in other words to all the entroids, keeping the most similar one with thehighest value of math.As the other tehnique, all the andidates logos points of the obtained
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Figure 6.3. Given a SURF vetor, ompare it with the model of Random Vetorsto obtain a signature: with a mathing between the input vetor and a randomvetor, if the value is positive return 1 otherwise 0, and this for eah randomvetors. After that, you have to retrieve all the logos segmented with the samesignature.entroid are taken as andidates. The next step is ommonly with all thetehnique: is the ranking of the andidates.6.2 Ranking of the CandidatesAt this moment, we have an inde�nite number of andidates points re-trieved in the image lassi�ation. The goal is that all these vetors haveto be analyzed, with the aim of disarding the false positive keeping onlythe orret andidates. How we an ahieve this?It's required some how to order these points: the last ones are going tobe disarded, but to understand whih are good and whih not, we needto rank all of them. The goal is to understand whih vetors, of the an-didates, have a really similarity with the image ones.There are many ways to do this, the easiest one is simply to ount howmany andidates points are in eah logo, so we an order the brands logosby a number of omparison: the �rst logo andidate is the logo with moreandidates points. This is a fast method, but it's too muh naive beauseit had some problems. The segmentation reates many groups, and some-
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Figure 6.4. Computed the enters of the logos olletion, we obtain a list ofentroids vetors, we have to math the input SURF with all of these and tohoose the best one. The andidates are all the logos with grouped with thisentroid.times there are some vetors that are not so unique but are more similarto noise. For the segmentation idea all these points have to store in thesame segment. Making an example we are talking about points useless tothe pattern mathing: as the white points, or with blak bakground orin the orner of the image.. points not good for the detetion. So, all thebins have a onstant number of andidates, but these group have a hugenumber of ommons vetors: these are not useful to de�ne the orret an-didates: we have to �lter them.In this setion there are desribed two tehniques, the �rst one is avariation of the Naive Tehnique but with a weight tehnique used in textmining : TF-IDF. The seond one is a innovative idea based on the distanepoint-to-point of eah SURF Vetors. The aim is to ompare the distanesvalue of the logos andidates to the distanes of the points in the inputimage: if a set of points have the same distane in an image and in a logo,than it's possible that the image ontains that logo. To understand betterlet's see the next two setion.



6.2 Ranking of the Candidates 496.2.1 TF-IDFThe TF-IDF is a weight tehnique used in information retrieval and textmining. It's a statisti method to misure the importane of a word in adoument. Tehnially it's the fusion of two di�erent measurement:� TF: (Term-Frequeny) The importane of a text inreases propor-tionally to the number of times a word appears. Usually this valuehas to be normalized.� IDF: (Inverse Doument Frequeny) The terms that appear in manydouments are less important. (i.e. "the", "at", ..)Let's see how it works: all N the total number of douments, ki theterm (or word), ni the number of douments that ontain the i-term. Theweight given from the TF-IDF will be:
wi = tfi ∗ log N

niTo apply this tehnique to this projet, it is neessary to see the thingin a di�erent way. The term ki, or word in text retrieval, are the signatureof the points; the text douments ni are the logos images. So with termfrequeny in logo detetion, it means how many times a logo ontains asignature, and it's possible to avoid the ommons terms with the IDF.The advantage of this tehnique is that it gives more important to thepoints that are not so ommons, assuming that the points more rare aremore disriminative to the detetion. Besides it's very simple to implementand with a fast omputation.6.2.2 Proportional TehniqueThis tehnique is based on the distane between the SURF points. Tounderstand better, look the �gure 6.5: there is a logo with the extratedSURF points plotted, we are talking about the set of the distanes froma point to another. The idea is to ompare not only the SURF vetorsbut also the distane between them. However, the problem is that it'snot possible to ompare the distanes, beause the sale of the image isdi�erent and the brands ould be in a di�erent orientation, et. . . To dothis we have to ompare the proportions instead of the distanes.
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Figure 6.5. This is a simple image with some features points plotted. To un-derstand the Proportional Tehnique you have to image to ompute the distanebetween eah of these points. They will be stored in a matrix of distane.So, �rst of all it's required to store a matrix of distanes of all thepoints (for eah logo): it has to be a distane point-to-point, so if a logohas in average 100 of points, the matrix will be an half-matrix of 100x100values.When we retrieve all the andidates vetors from the image SURF points,we obtain for eah logos some ommons points. Now we an do two di�er-ent thing:� Compute the distanes between the retrieved points in the image ofa logo, and the relative of the logo. If the proportions are similarthan the urrent logo andidate takes more point in the rank.� For eah logo andidate with some ommons points in the image,ompare all the distanes of the images to all the distanes of thelogo (yet built) and keep the more similar proportions if present.Why this variant? This one is more expensive and it has a biggeromputational ost, but assume there are some errors during thelassi�ation step, so it means that some very ommons SURF pointsbetween the image and the orret logo, are split in di�erent lasses.They will never be ranked together. With this variant of ProportionalTehnique, we take in exam all the points of all the andidates logosanother time, like a seond hane, and we ompare the proportion to�nd similar distanes between the points. If there are similar valuesit's probably that this logo is in there.



Chapter 7Conlusions and FutureDevelopmentsThis thesis, as we said in the introdution, is a piee of a bigger work ofa researh projet. There are not mentioned all the experiments and thetests results for two reasons: they are still in developments and they arenot inlude diretly on my thesis' job. However, there are some observa-tions and onlusions to disuss.Talking about the Variane-Balaned Deision Tree, desribed in Se-tion 5.1, there are some points of disussion about the way to divide thevetors. It splits the olletion in funtion of the variane: the aim isto obtain two di�erent sub-trees, sets of points that are more di�erent aspossible. So, the dimension is hosen by the maximum variane, and thesplitting value is hosen by the median. The problem is there: the medianis a preise value and it ould divides two vetors even they have this valuevery lose, but with the threshold in the middle. Let make an example tounderstand: looking the Figure 5.1 the splitting dimension in the seondnode is the 45th with threshold of 122. If there are two vetors with thevalue in this dimension of 121 and 123, so very lose, they for sure will bedivided at this node. The risk is to put in di�erent groups some desriptorsinstead very similar. For this reason in the projet there was implementedanother kind of deision tree: a ternary deision tree. The aim is the same,but the splitting works in a di�erent manner: there are two threshold val-ues and not only one given by the median. As shown in Figure 7.1 theyhave hosen to reate three subsets with the same dimension.This new segmentation method has to orret the VBDT problem, butthe experimentation and the tests about that are not be done yet.
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Figure 7.1. This is the idea of the Ternary Tree splitting: instead to split theolletion by the median value, it takes two threshold to obtain three subsets ofonstant dimension.Using the Random Vetors there are interesting results during the logodetetion of an input image. One of the issues, is how to treat the "veryommon random vetors": those vetors that have a huge number of an-didates points. It's possible to assume that they are something like noiseor, in other words, they represents some very ommons harateristis notuseful to the segmentation. In this ase a smart solution way should be�lter all these andidates to loose a lot of false positives.About the ranking tehniques, there are good results with the Propor-tional Rank but the omputational time still be the problem. We omputeearlier all the distanes for eah logo points, storing one matrix for eahlogo, but to alulate the distanes of the image points and make the pro-portional to eah of the andidates, takes a lot of time.The other method TF − IDF works �ne, it's a good ompromise to givepreision and omputational speed.7.1 Future DevelopmentsThere are masses of ways to develop this thesis, and of ourse this projet.In this setion there is a desription of a bunh of solutions, modi�es andfuture ideas. Some of there are based on papers that ould help the goalof this projet, other ones are a sets of orretions that ould optimize thetehnique used.Proportional RankThere is a simple but interesting development of the Proportional Rank.Instead to ount only the mathed points between the input image and the



7.1 Future Developments 53andidates logos, we ompute the proportional distane to all the featuresvetors. So, in this ase we an re-onsider points that don't have a mathbut they are a good ones, maybe beause they are in a di�erent group orin a �ltered one, given to them a seond hange. This is a way to reoverlost information or false negatives.The problem is still to be the omputational time, beause the alu-lation of the proportion of all the distanes between all the points ouldtake a long time. Nevertheless this method ould be also a way to evaluatea segmentation/lassi�ation tehnique, omparing only the orretness ofthem. Than we an understand if the logos retrieved are the best ones ornot, and if the ranking tehnique used works well.Bag of Visual WordsBag of Visual Words is a method to represent image, and regards the prob-lem of automati image ategorization[33, 34, 35℄.The idea is based to a features olletion segmentation like the workdone in this projet. As explained in [36℄, treating eah luster as a visualword, we an see an image as a bags of visual word to be more preise as avetor ontained the weighted ount of eah visual word. The di�erene isabout how manage these words: they apply tehniques used in text atego-rization as term weighting, stop word removal, weighting of visual words,et. . .The main problem of this "onept" is how to build the lusters, be-ause they have to make an hard seletion of the vetors: all the groupreated have to be very similar. The goal is to obtain a grouping based onthe ontent like a ategories: "landsape", "portrait", "objet". . . to havea separation of meaning. In my advise the best solution is to divide theolletion more in details as: "sun", "sea", "wall", "table", "door". . . butin this way the problem is still in the detetion of the features. We haveto work on eah value of the desriptor vetors to be able to understandwhat every point means. Starting by a voabulary of this type we aneasy understand what is represented in a image. For example, if we found:"hair", "table", "person", "bottle". . . we an assume that it ontain asene in a bar, or in a restaurant. Moreover if we add to eah visual worda weight, and we ount a big number of "hair" and "bottle" the assump-tion of "bar" is most probable.



54 Conlusions and Future DevelopmentsThis onept have di�erent developments, and it has all the harater-istis to beome a landmark for the future of image detetion.Image SegmentationIt's not the �rst time in this thesis that we talk about the image segmen-tation. The main assumption is that: an image should be a set of di�erentobjets and, of ourse, they should be a set of di�erent surfaes. The ideais to split these surfaes and to analyze all these as a separate image. Why?The hypothesis is simple: a logo has to be in a de�ned region, not in themiddle.Based on this idea, we an divide the image in image-segments and extratthe features of eah of them, so we ompare a set of points deteted in aregion with all the logos' points. The omparison should be faster andmore preise without many false negative.

Figure 7.2. Examples of Segmentation tehniques, the �rst one by Berkeley andthe seond one by MIT.Now the issue is how to segment an image. There are very good al-gorithms in literature, personally I have tested [29℄ and [30℄, respetivelyfrom MIT and Berkeley. In the Figure 7.2 there are posted a ouple ofexamples to understand what we are talking about.There are di�erent parameters to set: to smooth the input image before



7.1 Future Developments 55segmenting it, values of thresholds and values of post-proessing. By theseit's possible to obtain bigger or more preisely regions. For our goal it'sbetter work with big segments, so we an detet a logo inside them. Be-ause the desriptor, as SURF and SIFT, extrat a lot of points in theorner or lose to borders, so if a logo is seleted as a single region, wean't �nd it. However both these methods are well doumented, they arewritten in C and Java, and the ode an be downloaded for free.So, it will be interesting make a sets of tests with them.
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